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Before you have a discussion that might
be an argument, you can sit down
together and plan how you want it to go. 

In this exercise we’ll go through some
steps to make a good plan.

First, we’ll set a time that works for all
partners. We’ll also agree on a time limit. 

Next, we’ll define a shared goal. Try to
agree on a simple positive shared goal
such as ‘to understand each other better’
rather than ‘you stop doing X behavior’. 

Your shared goal might be having a
housework schedule that works for
everyone, or meeting everyone’s needs
for time alone and time together. 

If you get off track, are there things you
can say to refocus on the goal? 

Next we’ll find out everyone's bottom
lines for safety - what is not OK in an
argument.

This can be a tough one. The purpose of
boundaries is to limit trauma affecting
the discussion, not to avoid certain topics
altogether. 
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If you need to talk about finances, and your partner has a bottom
line of not discussing finances, how do you do it?

You might need to interrogate it further. Is it a matter of trauma
triggers, or just discomfort? Are there specific ways of talking
about finances that bring up trauma for your partner? Are they
just avoiding taking responsibility? Do they have trouble
understanding numbers without visuals? Everyone needs to
make a genuine effort to communicate, even if it’ll be hard.

Remember: making the argument plan is not the time to discuss
the actual issue, it’s the time to plan how you’ll discuss the issue.

Next, plan how you’ll take a break
if someone feels overwhelmed
and needs to stop.

Are there things you can say to
take a break? What will a break
mean? Is there a time limit for a
break, before coming back to the
conversation? 

When you come back, are there
things you might say or do to help
you reconnect, like a hug, or
telling each other you know it’s
hard for them and you care and
you want to keep trying.

Last of all, let’s plan to finish.
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If you’ve reached your goal,
congratulations. That’s an amazing
success. 

If you haven’t reached your goal yet,
set a new time to continue working
toward it. It’s usually best to set the
time for another day, but be specific.
Your new time could be tomorrow at
2pm for one hour, it could be next
Tuesday at 5pm for 2 hours. Do
whatever works for everyone.
 
Do you or your partner need
reassurance when finishing the
argument? For example, you could
plan to say that you care about them,
and you want to give this more time
and reach the goal together.
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Use this example template to create your
own argument plan. If you have a
partner, you could do this with them
about an imaginary scenario, or a real
scenario. If you don’t have a partner, you
could imagine a partner, or you could do
this with a friend.



Time and duration Wednesday, 3pm to 4pm

Shared goal
Make a housework schedule that works for
everyone

Staying focused
We can refocus on the goal by saying “lets
refocus on making a housework schedule that
works for everyone”

Bottom lines
No shouting, no walking out without saying we
need to take a break

Taking a break

If anyone needs to stop, they can say “Let’s
take a break”. A break will be 10 minutes alone,
we’ll both leave the kitchen, and then we’ll
meet at the kitchen table again in 15 minutes.

Reconnecting

We can reconnect after a break by
remembering that we love each other, and
telling each other, and remembering we’re
here with a shared goal so we can help our
relationship work better for all of us.

Finishing

When our time is up, we’ll remind each other
that we made some progress, and we’ll keep
working on it until we meet our goal. We’ll also
set a new time to talk again. Then we’ll eat
pizza and watch a show together.

Example plan:



Time and duration  

Shared goal  

Staying focused  

Bottom lines  

Taking a break  

Reconnecting  

Finishing  

My Argument Plan
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